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QUESTION: 104 

Which J2EE Data Collector gather script is available to the IBM Tivoli Composite 

Application Manager for Application Diagnostics V7.1 administrator on Windows? 

A. Digup.cmd 

B. knt_collect._J2.cmd 

C. cyn_collector_J2.cmd 

D. Itcam71_collector.cmd 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 105 

Which three properties will allow the Managing Server Visualization Engine to find the 

working Tivoli Enterprise Portal? (Choose three.) 

A. tep.port 

B. tems.port 

C. tep.baseurl 

D. tep.hostname 

E. db2.selectivity 

F. tems.hostname 

Answer: A, C, D 

QUESTION: 106 

Using the memory option Memory Leak Diagnosis, what is the most efficient way to 

determine if an application has a memory leak in a test environment? 

A. Run a continual steady load for the suspected application. Review the % Growth field to 

determine which object is the leak. 

B. Run a continual steady load for the suspected application. Review the # of Objects 

Surviving Last GC to determine which object is the leak. 

C. Run a steady load for the suspected application for a given time. Stop the application. 

After several GC cycles, review the % Growth field to determine which object is the leak. 



D. Run a steady load for the suspected application for a given time. Stop the application. 

After several GC cycles, review the # of Objects Surviving Last GC field to determine which 

object is the leak. 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 
QUESTION: 107 

Assuming that the root ID was used to install the Data Collector and the application server is 

not owned or operated by the root ID, which post-installation task must be performed in 

order for the Data Collector to work properly? 

 

 

A. No changes are required. 

B. Use the chown command to change ownership of the Application Server directory. 

C. Use the chown command to change ownership of the Data Collector install directory to 

the Application Server owner ID. 

D. Use the chown command to ensure that the Application Server owner ID can write to the 

/var/ibm/tivoli/commmon/CYN directory.  

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 108 

A customer is trying to configure the Data Collector on Linux in Silent mode using this 

command:/opt/IBM/ITM/bin/itmcmd config -A -p ynv_silent_config_wasdc.txt ynThe 

configuration fails with this error  

message:com.ibm.tivoli.itcam.install.was.config.requestaction.ValidateException:Specified 

directory "/opt/WebSphere/V61/AppServer/profiles/AppSrvs" is not found, please correct the 

value of parameter "DC_CONFIG_SELECT_PROFILE_NONGUI" Why? 

 

 

A. An invalid value was specified for KYJ_WAS_HOME variable. 

B. An invalid value was specified for KYN_WAS_HOME variable. 

C. An invalid value was specified for KYN_CONFIG_MODE variable. 

D. An invalid value was specified for KYJ_PROFILE_HOME variable.  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 109 

There are multiple IP addresses configured on the target AIX system where IBM Tivoli 



Composite Application Manager for Application Diagnostics V7.1 Agent for WebSphere 

will be installed and configured. What is the name of the variable from the silent response 

file to be used? 

 

 

A. AM_IP_BIND 

B. AM_SOCKET_IP 

C. AM_IPADDR_USE 

D. AM_SOCKET_BINDIP 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 
QUESTION: 110 

What is the attribute group name for the Apache Web Servers called? 

 

 

A. KYJDATAS attribute group 

B. KHTDATAS attribute group 

C. KYNAPSRV attribute group 

D. KHTAWEBSR attribute group  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 111 

How is IBM Tivoli Composite Application Manager for Application Diagnostics V7.1 

Managing Server started and stopped on UNIX? 

 

 

A. ms-start.sh, ms-stop.sh 

B. am-start.sh, am-stop.sh 

C. am-ctl.sh start, am-ctl.sh stop 

D. ms-ctl.sh start, ms-ctl.sh stop  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 112 

What are three steps to properly deploy a Maintenance Delivery Vehicle (MDV) into an IBM 

Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) Infrastructure that is supporting IBM Tivoli Composite Application 

Manager for Application Diagnostics V7.1 (ITCAM for AD)? (Choose three.) 



 

 

A. obtain and stage the MDV 

B. restart the monitored application server 

C. install application support to the TEP Web client 

D. install application support to the Tivoli Data Warehouse 

E. install the MDV to the ITCAM for Application Diagnostics monitoring agent(s) and 

reconfigure 

F. install application support to the Hub TEMS and any Remote TEMS that are managing 

any ITCAM for AD monitoring agents 

 

 

Answer: A, E, F 
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